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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: January 27, 2019
Uncertainty & confusion about ace- and/or aro- spec identities, relationships, issues, etc

3 attendees
 Land Acknowledgment & Respect guidelines (available here)
 Introductions: Names and some pronouns shared
 ice breaker question

Sexual Repression
• Told that one is just “sexually repressed” after coming out as asexual

◦ Same line used against lesbians: “you just haven’t had sex with ME yet”
• Compulsory sexuality-- people questioning people's experiences of no sexual attraction )

(e.g., You’re Weird.)
◦ Leads to homophobia, slut shaming, sexual harassment
◦ Seems like people enjoy sex and sexuality a lot

• Intersection of asexuality and age: if you’re a youth, you’re just a “late bloomer. You’ll find 
the right person”
◦ Very gendered: mostly said towards non-men

▪ Men are ascribed value outside sexuality; actively doing heterosexuality is one 
way of doing ways of performing hegemonic masculinity, but it's possible to do 
hegemonic masculinity without that (often with significant sexism)
 Ex. Lone genius archetype (so is “above women and sex”), archetype of the 

athlete who treats his body as a temple and doesn't want to “defile” it with sex, 
etc.

 Women expected to “take care of men” (even with the “lone genius” archetype)
so that men are still expected to benefit from women's emotional and care-
taking labour, even without the sexual relationship context where it might be 
conventionally grounded (e.g., marriage)

 attitudes toward nonbinary people, and ideas of sexual repression: rooted in misogyny. 
Trans feminine people face transmisogyny. 

 Sexual attractiveness standards and expectations “determined” by how others “read” the 
nonbinary person, and the expectations and standards people face depend on what 
“readings” they get

Cultural Expectations Regarding Sexuality
• Cultural stereotypes and asexuality

◦ Ex. Asian men “inherently” ace, while Black men “inherently” sexual
▪ Historical racism: keep away Asian workers alone without their families (e.g., head 

tax, justified by ideas of Asian men as non-sexual); Black men cast as predators 
and used the idea that white women need to be protected to justify and encorce 
racist laws and violence policing; racist archetype of submissive yet hypersexual 
Asian woman; racist archetypes of hypersexual Latina women; racist archetype of 
Black women as non-sexual worker (e.g., “mammy”) vs. hypersexual-evil (e.g., 
“jezebel”). White-supremacist archetype of “pure white woman” (class privilege) 
vs. “white trash”

◦ Asian expectations: “you’re not ace, you’re just repressed.” Parents expects us to not 
be sexually active until marriage

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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Neurodivergence, and Mental Health
• Ace, aro, or “brain freak”? People see asexuality and aromanticism linked to mental 

health, and vice versa
◦ Asexuality linked to depression

• “Use it or lose it” regarding sex drive
• “Born this way” narrative. Neoliberation & homonormativity (it's only legitimate to accept 

people as asexual because they can't be made otherwise, and because they're making 
all the “respectable” choices”
◦ Choice vs “born this way”: a false binary
◦ considered “Morally defensive” because sexuality isn’t a choice

• 1980s-1990s: DSM-4: Hypoactive Sex Desire Disorder (HSDD)
◦ If you had a low sex drive AND someone has problems with it (i.e., if it causes 

“distress” or “interpersonal difficulties”), then the low sex drive can be labeled 
“disorder” (catches many aces)

• DSM-5’s HSDD: if self identify as ace, can avoid diagnosis (for men whether or not the 
experience is “lifelong” and for some women but only if the experience is “lifelong”)
◦ person has to be distressed-- not enough for the partner to be distressed anymore; 

BUT if you're distressed because it causes problems with your partner, that still counts
as distress

◦ Note: if clinent doesn’t know what asexuality is, might not be able to avoid it
◦ Note: the “born this way” narrative is a dominant narrative for men's sexual orientation

but only one of several dominant narratives for women's sexual orientation (so it's 
suspicious that asexuality is a valid reason to avoid diagnosing men but not women 
who come to low sexual desire later in life)

• Flibanserin: the only FDA-approved medication to increase sex drive in anyone, and it's 
for women (was rejected twice before being approved-- approved because they said it's 
so terrible for someone to have low sexual desire that it's worth approving a drug with 
serious side effects that doesn't work... vs. having “no drug treatment”)
◦ It doesn’t work-- needs to be taken every day and increased the sexual desire by 0.8 

wanted sexual encountered per month more than the placebo
◦ it is very sedating-- equivalent to two alcoholic drinks

• Most ways that ace folks are pathologised don't require a diagnosis or pushing for that 
medication
◦ Doctors and therapists don’t believe patients (from both sides-- “are you absolutely 

sure you're not pregnant?”)
◦ Regarding medications affecting sex drive (e.g., some antidepressants): if you want 

medications, in which their side effects is a lower sex drive, doctors won’t let you have
them (or disregard other side effects and only care about lowered sex drive and that's 
assumed to be negative... or don't care about lowered sex drive for “women”, etc.)

Romantic relationships (asexual and non-asexual, aromantic with non-aromantic), navigating 
relationships, friendships, family, acquaintances; queerplatonic relationships

• Need more discussions regarding women, low sex drive, and relationship problems and 
expectation

• Myth about sex favourable aces: that they (generally) want to have sex with many people
or always want to have sex
◦ diversity of aces and experiences around sex
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◦ Representation of aces, from within the ace community vs. outside
◦ Stereotypes

• Misconstrue queerplatonic relationships as part of arospec assimilationism (i.e., the 
“aromantics are just like everyone else and capable of being in a “committed relationship”
just like everyone else-- and this becomes compulsory, while erasing the non-normative 
aspects that created the need for the terminology in the first place
◦ Society prioritizing certain relationships because of sex and/or romance

• Fulfilling expectations for parents as ace and/or aro
◦ Unpacking why bringing certain people into certain spaces means that these people 

are important
◦ ideas of monogamy

Asexuality and aromanticism in LGBTQ+ spaces: where do we belong?
• Gatekeeping: involuntary attraction to same gender. Don’t experience it? You don’t 

belong.
• GSM: Gender and Sexual Minorities; other terminology
• Critique: ways people use the terms to includes straight fetishists and polyamorous 

people; 
• ways that people use various terminology to include pedophilia
• Discourse: anti-ace and anti-aro sentiments in (online) LGBTQ+ spaces
• Change: more asexual and aromantic awareness in offline communities
• Asexuality and intersectionality
• LGBTQ+ spaces: the only spaces for aces and aros with questioning sexuality resources
• Different perceptions of “queer”

◦ Reclamation of “queer”
◦ Lumping in all separate queer communities together under “Queer”

 Assimilation politics in LGBTQ+ spaces and respectability politics


